FROSTERS CRYO SUIT TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Scilabubs cryo suits are manufactured in the UK from the same material as
our frosters range of gloves and offer very similar properties.
The suits are of three layers but the inner layer overall omits the insulating
layer above the waist (covered by the overlapping jacket) for comfort and
to reduce bulk.
The outer layer of Royal Blue, woven polyamide has a waterproof coating
to resist condensed water on cold surfaces yet it remains permeable to
water vapour so that there is no clammy condensation inside. However, it
should be noted that the stitch holes are not sealed (to reduce bulk) and
whilst this could allow liquid ingress, it has not been found a problem in
normal use.
The middle layer is of special polyolefin/polyester micro-fibre, which is
almost twice as effective in thermal insulation as a similar thickness of
'down'. This minimises heat transfer without being so thick as to be
cumbersome. The inner layer is of cotton for comfortable wear.
The jacket has a hanging loop inside the collar, so that they may be hung
in a convenient place away from pools of condensation when not in use.
Jacket Sizes
X/SMALL
32" - 34"
(82 - 86cm)

SMALL
36" - 38"
(92 - 96cm)

MEDIUM
LARGE
X/LARGE
XX/LARGE
40 " - 42 "
44 " - 46 "
48 " - 50 "
52" - 54"
(102 - 106cm) (112 - 116cm) (122 - 126cm) (132 - 136cm)

Trouser Sizes
SMALL
26 " - 28 "
(66 - 72cm)

MEDIUM
30 " - 32 "
(76 - 82cm)

LARGE
34 " - 36 "
(86 - 92cm)

X/LARGE
38 " - 40 "
(96 - 102cm)
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XX/LARGE
42" - 44"
(106 - 112cm)

